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ELEVATOR WEIGHING KITS

Advantages
Elevator weighing kits
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1. Security Elevator protection
from overload.

2. Comfort of elevator The elevator does not stop
to pick up passengers
when loaded.

3. Determination of availability
passengers weight is < 15 kg.
its means the elevator will "see"
even a child.
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4. Energy saving.
Power regulation of
engine depend from
loading of the elevator.
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Advantages
Elevator weighing kits
1. Factory production guarantees high accuracy
and reliability of the system.

2. Humidity protection class IP6 .
IP65

3. Rubber pillow - protects
device from dynamic overload
and provides equal load of sensors.
R7

4. The presence of temperature compensation allows
work without errors
in different climatic conditions.
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5. The presence of a fXll bridge Wheatstone allows
significantly improve the accuracy of work
and accordingly accurately determine
presence of a passenger in the elevator.
Полный мост Уитстона
в датчиках Zemic

6. The round shape of the load cells - as a result of the reading
load cells do not depend on the angle of application of the load.
this form allows you to compensate
parasitic non-axial force effects.
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7. Availability of fixin connector - protects the wires from bending
and rubbing, which increases the reliability .
8. Availability of a technical passport .

9. Metal housing - provides
additional strength and protection
from electromagnetic interference.

10. Warranty - 3 years.
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Elevator weighing kit: Cabin
(installation load cells
under cabin)

Cabin of the lift

Load cell

Load cells

Indicator

Connection
box

IP65
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years
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Elevator weighing kit: Cabin
(Installation under the elevator cabin)
Сharacteristics

Value

Capacity

4000 kg

Maximum short-time overload

12000 kg

Accuracy class

0,5%

Quantity of relay outputs

3

Levels of relay outputs

15 kg(passenger availability)
90%(move without stopping)
110% or 110%+75kg(overload)

Supply voltage

~220±20V 50±Hz
~ 24±20V 50±Hz (option)
--24±4V (option)

Working temperature range

-30... +50℃

Protection class
- Indicator
- Load cells

IP54
IP6

Sensor diameter

70mm
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Elevator weighing kit: Under springs
(installation load cells
in spring suspension)

Indicator

Connection
box

Load cells

IP65
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Elevator weighing kit: Under springs
(system with load cells from 3 to 8 pieces,
installation in spring suspension )

Сharacteristics

Value

Capacity

1000 kg

Maximum short-time overload

3000 kg

Accuracy class

0,5%

Quantity of relay outputs

3

Levels of relay outputs

15 kg(passenger availability)
90%(move without stopping)
110% or 110%+75kg(overload)

Supply voltage

~220±20V 50±Hz
~ 24±20V 50±Hz (option)
--24±4V (option)

Working temperature range

-30... +50℃

Protection class
- Indicator
- Load cells

IP54
IP6

Load cell
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Elevator weighing kit: Into Springs
(integrated into elevator
balancer suspension)

Connection box
Indicator

Ropes

Load cells

Balancer
suspension

Load cells

IP65
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Elevator weighing kit: Into springs
(integrated into balancer suspension)
Сharacteristics

Value

Capacity

2000 kg

Maximum short-time overload

6000 kg

Accuracy class

0,5%

Quantity of relay outputs

3

Levels of relay outputs

15 kg(passenger availability)
90%(move without stopping)
110% or 110%+75kg(overload)

Supply voltage

~220±20V 50±Hz
~ 24±20V 50±Hz (option)
--24±4V (option)

Working temperature range

-30... +50℃

Protection class
- Indicator
- Load cells

IP54
IP6

Load cell
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